
 
 
 
Dear J/70 EC participant, 
 
easy instructions to how prepare your boat for the Equipment inspection.  

- During  the check-in at Organization desk (#1)You will receive 3 Forms (samples 
below) and the stickers. Keep the forms and return them to the registration office; 
don’t lose them you are in charge of them.  
 

- The equipment inspection regarding Portable Equipment and Deck Layout will be 
made in the Parking Area (#2) BEFORE you move to the Crane Area;  prepare the 
boat as follow:  
 

1) Boat dry 
2) Mast up 
3) Boom rigged 
4) NOTHING inside the boat  
5) ON the boat only sheets, blocks , rudder & tiller, engine, the 2 main 

companionway 
6) OUTSIDE of the boat the mandatory portable equipment (anchor, rode, 

bucket, bilge pump, vhf , throwable device, fire extinguisher, a copy of the 
Manufacturer Declaration (paper or digital) and the PFDs 

- After the parking inspection, DON’T load the portable equipment on the boat. 
- The inspection in the parking area is ok IF you get the signature on the forms  
- Boats can move to the Crane Areas (either #3 or #4) only if the inspection is ok 

AND the bow numbers are properly positioned; remember that if you need to 
replace your stickers because of a wrong position, you will need to refund their 
cost (NOR Annex1) 
 

- To be lifted for the weighing, the boat shall be prepared as above detailed (items 1 
to 5).  

- Once at the weighing-launching station, boats on low trailers will not need the 
keelcrane, as the keel will be allowed to slide down while the boat gets lifted up. 
Certified lifting slings will be supplied by the organization. 

- Boats not ready to be inspected at the scheduled time, will be postponed to 
another slot available. 

- Boats will move to the crane Area (A or B as indicated time by time by Organization) 
using they own car. For this a minimum number of 3 (three) crew member shall 
attend the launch  
 
 

- Sail label numbers must be recorded on the digital Equipment Form available 
inside the registration area in HUBSAIL (www.j70.it/app), BEFORE to go to the sail 
inspection area (#5) at your scheduled time.  Remember that sails must be already 
Certified. 

http://www.j70.it/app


 

 


